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In this article we will prove a weak version of Conjecture B for congruence subgroups. Let G be a connected, simply connected, semi-simple, almost simple group defined over ~. We assume that G=_G(P,) is noncompact. Let F be a congruence subgroup of O. If S is a finite set of primes, we define in w the (natural) notion of "a sequence of subgroups F, of F tending to 1 at S". If F, is such a sequence, we write F,-~, 1. Moreover (cf. w we may define the limit of F. at a prime p.
Assume now that Po is a prime such that _G(Qpo ) has a supercuspidal representation.
Theorem 1. Let F c G be a congruence subgroup. Then there is a subgroup F o of F such that, if S is a finite set of primes not containing Po, and F. is a sequence of subgroups of F o such that F.-U~ 1 : m(r., 6) lira inf ----> e > O. .~ v(r.\O)
Here e is a constant depending only on G, F o and the limit of the sequence (F~) at P0. As may be seen, Theorem 1 is enough to complete Kazhdan's proof of his theorem on the conjugates of arithmetic varieties by automorphisms of ~, when the variety is not complete [27, w 5] . It also has obvious consequences for the cohomology of arithmetic groups and the L2-cohomology of arithmetic manifolds. If F~ is a tower of congruence subgroups of G as in Theorem 1, the cohomology of F~ in the middle dimension will grow at least as the covolume. Also, our result joined to work of Borel and Casselman [12] shows that the criterion they obtained for the finite-dimensionality of the L2-cohomology of F\G/K (K maximal compact in G) is necessary -for F deep enough -as well as sufficient. These consequences are detailed in w Also, in w we give a theorem realizing discrete series representations of p-adic groups in spaces of cusp forms.
The proof relies on three main ingredients. The first one is Arthur's version of the Trace Formula for ad61e groups (for an introductory account see [28] ). This gives a formula for the trace of a function f on the ad61ic group acting in the discrete spectrum of automorphic forms, in terms of certain distributions containing in particular orbital integrals of f If one wants to prove Conjecture A, the only important term is a multiple off(l). Thus easy versions of the trace formula, from which this term is missing, are of no avail. Even to prove our weaker theorem, one needs a recent result of Arthur giving a fairly manageable expression for the term associated to unipotent orbital integrals.
The second ingredient is a theorem of Delorme and the author [16, 17] , constructing pseudo-coefficients on a real semi-simple group. This allows us to eliminate, from the "representation-theoretic" side of the trace formula, all terms except those relative to a finite number of representations of G. The third is a method introduced by DeGeorge and Wallach which shows that the terms pertaining to representations other than 6 vanish at the limit.
The article is organized as follows. In w we recall some definitions and results on arithmetic subgroups of semi-simple groups. In w we prove the ad61ic version of Theorem 1. In w 4, we give an extension of the ad61ic theorem to p-adic places. The theorem itself is deduced in w 5, as well as the corollaries concerning cohomology.
Preliminaries
2.1. Let G be a connected real semi-simple Lie group. We will use the extended notion of arithmetic subgroups of G, which we now recall. We refer, e.g., to [30] .
If G = G(IR) +, the connected component of the real-valued points of a group G defined over Q, a subgroup F of G is strongly arithmetic if there is an embedding 0 of G into GL(R), defined over Q, such that ~9(F) is commensurable with Gc~GL(R, Z). The group F is a congruence subgroup if there is such an imbedding for which O(F)~Gc~A, where A is a congruence subgroup of
GL(R, Z).
If now G is just a connected semi-simple Lie group, a subgroup F of G is arithmetic if there is a semi-simple group G1 defined over ~ and a surjective homomorphism ~p: GI(R) + ~G with compact kernel such that the image of a strongly arithmetic subgroup of GI(R) § is commensurable with F.
2.2.
Assume now that G is simply connected, so that G(~,) is connected. Let G(A) be the group of A-valued points of G, where A is the ring of ad61es of I1~. Then congruence subgroups are just groups of the form G(~)c~(G(R)x K), K being a compact-open subgroup of G(Ar), Aj. the finite ad61es.
If moreover G has the strong approximation property -in particular if G is simply connected, almost simple over Q, and G(R) is noncompact -there is a natural bijection between G(II~)\G(A)/K and F\G(I(), F being the congruence subgroup defined by K. This will be used in w to compare "classical" and "ad61ic" automorphic forms (cf. Borel-Jacquet [13] ).
2.3.
Assume G is as in the previous paragraph, and satisfies in particular the strong approximation property. If F is a congruence subgroup of G, let K r be the associated subgroup of G(AI). If F. is a sequence of congruence subgroups of F, and S a finite set of primes, we say that F,~ 1 at S if, setting K,=Kr :
For all large enough n, K, is a direct product K.=Ks,,xK s, with K s = [I Kp a product of local groups, independent of n, and K s ..... , 1. pr (Note that we assume rather stringent properties of the decomposition of Kr, as a product.)
If pq~S, Kp is called the limit of the sequence F, at p.
The ad61ic theorem

3.1.
We consider a semi-simple connected group defined over ~. In this paragraph, we denote it by G instead of _G; then Goo=G(~,), Gp=G(tl)p), G(A)
denote the points with values in 11, II~p and A. We assume that G o has a discrete series. We choose a prime Po such that the group Gpo has supercuspidal representations. Using the methods in G6rardin [21, Chap. 5] , such representations may be constructed if G is split, and thus a Chevalley group, at Po, and if the associated finite reductive group has cuspidal representations; thus it is true at least for a set of primes having non-zero density, thanks to the results of Deligne and Lusztig for finite groups.
We choose such a representation n o of 
An extension of Theorem 1A to certain discrete series representations of G s, where S is a finite set of primes, will be given in the next paragraph.
3.2.
The proof will be obtained by applying Arthur's trace formula ( [1, 2] ; see also [18] ) to a suitable function f on G(A). For simplicity we first assume that K s'p~ is a product of local groups; this condition will be removed in w We take f to be a tensor product f=f~ |174 @ fp. Proof By a theorem of Harish-Chandra and Zuckerman, any n can be uniquely written as a sum, with integral coefficients, of basic representations. It is shown in [16, 17] that the trace offo~ in any basic representation except 5 is 0.
But then, if trace n(f~)+O, the expression of n must involve 5; this implies that the infinitesimal character of n is that of 5, whence the first assertion. This also shows that n cannot be a basic representation -and ~ fortiori a discrete series representation -unless n=5 Since the global operators Ie(~,f) are tensor products of local operators, we see that only the terms with P=G in the expression of Jrx(f) are non-zero.
n~G)
The integral is now in fact a discrete sum. Assume now that the datum Z is a 
. Here the sum runs over all standard parabolic subgroups P =MN; ap is the dimension of the split component of M; r is, for 6 and x given, a real number whose definition need not concern us (cf. [1, p. 936]); if P=G, it is identically equal to 1. Lastly, 
Moreover, 
the a i are then polynomial functions on G, defined over ~. In particular, for lai(x)l < 1 (x~Supp(f)).
But now, iff(x-17x)=O, 7 is conjugate in G(A) to an element y6Supp(f). So we must have, the a~ being conjugation-invariant: lag(7) I = lai(Y)l < 1.
However, ai(y)6~, and the product formula gives la/(7)l =l if ai(~)4:0. Thus ai(7)=0 for all i, which means that 7 is unipotent. [] Assume now that K s satisfies the assumption of Lemma 5: then we get, by Lemma 4:
where o o is now the set of all unipotent elements of G(Q). We now use a fundamental result of Arthur about the distribution Joo associated to o o, the unipotent orbit. We denote it by Ju.ip. Recall that, for general f, the distribution J~niv depends on a parameter T (only for our particular choice off is it independent of T). For a certain choice T O of T, J{nip has particularly nice properties. We will denote by Ju.ip(f) the distribution d{~ ) (see [5, w 1] ; [4, w 1-2]). Recall that the subgroup K s of G s defined before the statement of Theorem 1A is fixed. For simplicity we will assume that K s is maximal compact in G s, a product of maximal-compact local subgroups. (It is easy to see that the following argument does not really depend on that assumption).
Let S'=Sw{Po}U{~ }. Let ~s' be the Hecke algebra of functions on G(A) which are finite sums of functions of the form gs,| where gv~ C~(G(Qv)) for v~S', and fs' is as above. We write G(~s, ) = I~ G(Qv). Thus ~s' is the space of VE~" functions on G(A) which are unramified outside S'.
Let ~//s' be the set of unipotent conjugacy classes of G s,: it is finite. If U is a unipotent conjugacy class in G(Q), the product U s, of its points with values in the local fields is a unipotent class in q/s'-Let d#s,~ be the subset of q/s' defined by such classes.
Theorem 2 (Arthur [5, 6] Since U is the product of local orbits associated to a rational orbit, we have Up+ {1} for peS. where re(n, ~/F) is the multiplicity of rr in a representation V. We will now use the following lemma, which will be proved later:
Lemma 8. Assume rti, ~ + 6 (so i#: 1). Then lim v(Ks) m(rri, ~ | ZeK~KS' vo) = O. KS~ 1
Combining now Lemmas 7 and 8, the identity Ju,lp(f)=trace rcusp(J" ) and the expression for trace rc,sp(f), we get, using that trace 6(f~) = 1 :
&~'x~Ks'P~ v(KS) -1. d(rto) r~-I
We still need a last lemma:
Lemma 9. foo (1) = d(6), the formal degree of (5. Proof. This is well-known and follows immediately from the Plancherel formula (see Lemma 12 , where the p-adic case is detailed 
> d(rc o) dim (rrg ~ v(G(O,)\G(A)) d(fi) v(KS) -~.
This is the statement of Theorem 1A. []
3.3.
We still have to prove Lemma 8; the proof relies on the method of DeGeorge-Wallach (see also [31] ). For simplicity we just write n for hi, ~; thus n does not belong to the discrete series. Remark that by the usual properties of n o and f0, the multiplicity of n o in a Gpo-space ~" is equal to d(no)trace(fo [ ~" ). We will use that without comment.
We will now apply the trace formula to a function f=fo~| @ fp; the fp ptov associated to the finite primes are as above, but the function f~ = u will be a new function, to be defined later. In G~, let us denote by B r the ball of radius r>0: writing a Cartan Proof We use the notations of Lemma 5 and its proof. The proof shows that we will have f(x-~ 7x)= 0 unless 7 is unipotent, provided la~(x)l < 1 for all x~Supp(f). Writing
lai(x)l = lai(x~))l~ I-I lai(Xp)lp H [ai(Xp)lp, p~S p~S
we see that this can be ensured by bounding the support of u, proving (i 
v(Ks ) trace(u| f o l ~r~rs, po) = v . u(t) v(KS) -1 + ~ ~ u(x~)fo(Xo) hs(xs) dmv(x). U~:I U~xUoxUs
We now apply this formula to a function u=w, ~v (convolution product) where weC[(G~) and #(g)=ff(g-~). The representation of G| which appears in the left-hand side of our formula is trace-class; in any trace-class representation p we have:
where II hi2 denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of operators. Moreover, u (1) = IIw]l~, the L2-norm on G~.
Recall that fo(g)=(gw, w) where w is in the space of rt 0. In any irreducible representation a 0 of Gpo, of type n o, ao(fo) projects on a well-defined one-dimensional subspace, the image of ~w by the isomorphism rCo~ 0. This is proved in [20] : since fisa matrix coefficient,
]f~(w)ll~>l~ f(g)w(g)dgl2=l ~ Iw(g)12 dgl2=llwll4. []
Br/2
Using Lemma 11 and the previous inequality for w, we get: 
v(gs) m(~, p)=< c rl wll i-2 + II w ll ;4 Y~ ~ (w 9 Cv)(x ~) fo(Xo) hs(xs) . ainu(x),
3.4.
So far we have assumed that K s'p~ was a product of local groups, but this condition was irrelevant: remark that we could arrange this by enlarging S. If we do this, however, K s will tend to 1 only at some places of S. But it is clear that in the arguments after Theorem 2, we only needed that K s--* 1 at some (non-empty) set of places of S. This terminates the proof of Theorem 1A.
Extension to the finite primes
4.1.
In this paragraph, we state an extension of the ad61ic theorem to discrete series representations of G(&s) = 1-[ G(~), where S is a finite set of places of Q v~S containing the infinite prime. The proof given in w applies without any transformation; however, we will need the existence of pseudo-coefficients for discrete series representations of p-adic groups. Fortunately, this is an easy consequence of the invariant Paley-Wiener theorem for p-adic groups recently proved by Bernstein, Deligne and Kazhdan.
4.2.
We will first state the Paley-Wiener theorem of [9] . For this, let us denote by G a reductive p-adic group. Let R(G) 
Theorem 3 (Bernstein-Deligne-Kazhdan). Let 2: R(G)~ be an additive functional. Then 2 is good if and only if there is a function f~ C~ (G) such that
2(rt) = trace n(f) for any ~R(G).
We will deduce from this (we assume, for simplicity, that G is now semisimple):
Proposition 1. Let ~ be a discrete series representation of G. Then there is a function f ~ C~ (G) such that
(1) trace 6(f)= 1, (2) trace n(f)=O for any tempered irreducible representation n + 6 of G.
Before proving Proposition 1, we need a few preliminaries about the Langlands classification for p-adic groups (Silberger [32] , Borel-Wallach [14] ). We refer to [14] for details. Choose a minimal parabolic subgroup Po=MoNo of G. If P---MN is standard, let A=A~ be the split component of M, a its "real Lie algebra". Let aw-*H(a) be the Harish-Chandra map: A ~ a.
We say that a representation a of M is essentially tempered if there is a character Z of M such that aQz is tempered. If a is an irreducible representation of M, and ~o~ its central character, we define 2~Ea* by logl~%(a)[ = (2 o, H(a) ). We say that a is positive if (2~, e)>0 for any root e of (P, A).
Langlands' classification theorem then asserts that, if a is essentially tempered and positive, the induced representation Ip(a) has a unique irreducible submodule Jp(a). Moreover, any irreducible representation of G is so obtained, and Jp (a) is equivalent to J~,, (a') if and only if p = p', a = a'.
The following fact is well known to experts. We call a character Ip(a), with a positive for P, a standard character.
Proposition 2. The standard characters form a basis over Z of the Grothendieck group R (G).
Proof We first show (cf. [31] ) that an irreducible representation ~z can be written as a combination of standard characters. Such a representation can be realized as a Langlands submodule Jp(a). Moreover, if n' is another irreducible submodule of Ie(a), and (P', a') are its Langlands data, )~, <2, for the natural ordering on a* ([14, Lemma 2.13, Ch. XI]). Moreover, by a theorem of Bernstein-Zelevinski and Casselman [10, 15] n' must come from the same cuspidal datum as n. This leaves a finite number of possibilities for n'. By induction on 2~, we may assume that any n' is a combination of standard characters; the same is true for n =-Jp(a)=le(a)-~ n'.
We still have to show that the standard characters are independent. Let us fix a cuspidal datum D =(M, p). The previous argument shows that all irreducible characters attached to ~ are linear combinations of standard characters attached to ~; and the (finite) matrix so obtained is a square, unipotent matrix. Since irreducible characters are independent, this shows that standard characters are in fact independent over ~. [] We can now prove Proposition 1. Using Proposition 2, we may define a linear functional 2 on R(G) by setting 2(3)= 1 (note that 6 is a standard character!) and 2(n)=0 for any standard character n#:6. Since a tempered, irreducible representation of G is standard by definition, Proposition 1 will be proved if we can show that 2 is represented by a function f We must check that 2 is a good functional. Condition (i) is satisfied; we will check that 2 vanishes on any induced representation n=I~n(z ) with M+G. Using again Proposition 2, we may assume that z is a standard representation of M:z =/M t M,~N,~M~a, a an essentially tempered representation of M, positive for (NorM'). But then n=l~u,a; if P~ is the parabolic subgroup of G containing M' such that the roots of 2~ with respect to A' are determined by (2~, ~) <0, n is then a standard representation associated to (a, P,). (P~ may not be standard; however, conjugating it to a standard parabolic subgroup reduces the situation to a standard one). Thus 2(n)=0. This obviously implies condition (ii), showing that 2 is a good functional. Theorem 3 then implies Proposition 1. []
4.3.
We now revert to the assumptions and notations at the beginning of w Let S be a finite set of places of Q containing ~. Let Po be a prime such that Gpo has supercuspidal representations. We choose n 0, K 0 as in 3.1.
Let S' be a finite set of (finite) primes disjoint of S and {P0}. We define K s, as in w replacing S by S'. As in w we also choose global and local measures. We assume chosen a compact-open subgroup K of 1-I Gv. 
= v(G(~)\G(A)) d(no) dim(no K~ v(K) -1 d(6s).
The proof is the same as for Theorem 1A, using the function fs = | where fv is a pseudo-coefficient of ~ as in Proposition 1. We need only check for padic groups the analogues of Lemma 1 and Lemma 9. Lemma 1 is obvious: iff~ is a pseudo-coefficient of 6~,, and trace n~(Iv) + 0, then by the arguments around Proposition 1, n~ must be attached to the same cuspidal datum as fv; this leaves a finite number of possibilities. By the choice of f~, moreover, n~ cannot belong to the discrete series.
We still need the analogue of Lemma 9. (Note that this would be unnecessary if we just wanted to know that Theorem 1B holds for some c>0). We finish this paragraph with two remarks. First, even when G(R) has no discrete series, the same proof will show that a discrete series representation of G s, where S is now a finite set of finite primes, imbeds in a global, cuspidal representation of G(A), say n= | of course, in that case n~ cannot be specified. Second, we have worked over Q for simplicity of notations; obviously the analogue of Theorem 1B and the previous remark hold over any number field.
Proof of Theorem 1 and applications
5.1.
We can now prove Theorem 1. Recall the assumptions: _G is a reductive group over •, connected, simply connected, semi-simple and almost simple. We assume that G=G(R) is noncompact; F is a congruence subgroup of G. We assume P0 chosen so that _G(Qpo ) has a supercuspidal representation. We will give a more precise statement than in the Introduction: If now S is a finite set of primes disjoint of {Po} and F, is as in Theorem 1, let K" be the closure of F, in G(Af). Then K"=Kpo • K~ • K s'p~ with Kpo fixed and contained in K ~ and K s'p~ fixed (at least for large enough n). We apply Remark. Note that we get an apparently stronger result, replacing the multiplicities in the discrete spectrum by the multiplicities in the cuspidal spectrum. By a theorem of Wallach [34] , however, they coincide.
5.2.
We will now prove a weak result for general arithmetic groups. lim inf m(6, Fn) > ed (6) for a fixed constant 5.
Proof. We use a series of reductions:
A. Assume that G= G(~) where G is a Q-group satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1, and F is strongly arithmetic. Then F is commensurable with a congruence subgroup F o as in Theorem 1. If now F~ cF o is as in Theorem 1, we have L2(F.\G)~L2 (F,c~F\G) ; moreover, F,c~F\F. is a subgroup of FoC~F\F o, so the index IF~c~F\F,I is bounded; it is easy to see that the groups F,c~F satisfy the assertions of Proposition 3.
B. Assume that G=G(I/) + with G a group over Q, connected and semisimple, with no Q-factor compact at the infinite place. We consider the simplyconnected covering G sc of _G; we have a surjection GSC(l/)~G; G sc is a product of groups as in A. By the same set of arguments as in A, we deduce the assertion for F strongly arithmetic in G from the assertion for G so.
C. More generally assume F cG is strongly arithmetic. Again passing to the simply-connected covering, we may assume that G=G1 x ... x G r (product of Q-groups); assume, e.g., that G/=GI(I1) is compact for i<s. Then F is commensurable with F'=Fc~(Gs+ 1 x ... x Gr). It is easy to deduce from B that the pair (G, F') verifies Proposition 3. Thus it also holds for (G, F). We may now take a suitable sequence of subgroups F, of F~ ; their image in G will satisfy Proposition 3. []
Cohomology of arithmetic groups.
For simplicity we will just assume that G satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1. We assume that G = G(~) has a discrete series. Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G, q= 89 Let (4, V) be a finite-dimensional representation of G. 
